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Russia made right call on Ukraine In a move that
runs contrary to Washington's and EU's warnings,
Russian President Vladimir Putin has said the events
in Ukraine have shown his country's west had
"lacked energy" in the past over the issue of
Crimea's status. Hours after mass rallies across
Ukraine's capital turned violent, Putin said in a
televised call with voters that there was no
alternative to the peninsula's absorption into
Russian. The pro-Western government in Kiev had
"no right to call for the separation of Crimea from
the rest of Ukraine", he said. He also warned: "If
[Kiev] foments social and ethnic divisions, to create
hatred between people, a civil war will break out."
But in a apparent concession to fears that the
Kremlin may have "lost" Crimea for some time to
come, Putin said Moscow would maintain a "normal
relationship with Kiev". "Crimea is a historical and
natural part of Ukraine and we will continue to
develop relations within the framework of the
international legal order," said Putin. But the remark
was later removed from state television. Putin and
EU President Jean-Claude Juncker are meeting in
Brussels on Monday for a summit on European
security that US President Barack Obama will attend
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on Wednesday. Many in Ukraine are sceptical that
Putin will change tack, however. "There is no point
in keeping the door to the EU open, when the EU
itself is not interested in developing relations with
Ukraine," said Sergei Baloian, an MP from the
nationalist Svoboda party, earlier in the day. On the
streets of Kiev, hundreds of pro-EU protesters
waving EU flags clashed with pro-Russia
demonstrators. The bloodshed is part of a larger
street battle playing out between the opposing
camps that stretches over much of the country. A
total of ten people have been killed in clashes in
Kiev in the past three days, according to Ukraine's
interior ministry, while another 50 have been
reported injured. Two people died during a
flashpoint rally in Kharkiv. In Odessa, several
buildings were set on fire after pro-Russian
protesters torched scores of cars. Demonstrations
elsewhere in the west also turned violent. The
region also saw a police officer
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So, the first release was not from the developer but
was distributed inÂ . Classic koisaam came to light
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